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How to: Overload
Operators

E

Just as most people want government benefits without having to pay for them, most C++
programmers want implicit type conversions without incurring any cost for temporaries.
Scott Meyers
More Effective C++, p. 105

E.1 Overloading Overview
C++ allows you to overload operators. This means, for example, that you can write
expressions that are natural, such as
BigInteger a,b;
cout << "enter two integer values ";
cin >> a >> b;
cout << "a + b = " << (a+b) << endl;

Here operators <<, >> and + are overloaded for BigInteger values. Of course it’s
possible to run amok with operator overloading and use + to mean multiply just because
you can. Rather than dwell on when to overload operators, this How to will explain how
to overload operators. Many books show the syntax for declaring overloaded operators,
but few offer guidelines for keeping the amount of code you write to a minimum and for
avoiding code duplication. The guidelines in this How to do not necessarily result in the
most efficient code from an execution standpoint, but development efforts are minimized
while efficiency and maintainability from a coding standpoint are emphasized. Of course
once you succeed in implementing overloaded operators you can then concentrate on
making things efficient. To quote Donald Knuth (as cited in [McC93]):
Premature optimization is the root of all evil.

E.2 Arithmetic Operators
Arithmetic operators include +=, -=, *=, /=, %= and their binary cousins +, -, *, /, %.
The easiest way to implement these operators is to implement the arithmetic assignment
operators as member functions, and then to implement the binary operators using the
arithmetic assignment functions. The binary operators are implemented as free, nonmember functions.
745
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E.2.1 Binary Operators
Here we assume that all arithmetic assignment operators have been implemented, and
discuss how to implement the binary arithmetic operators. We’ll use + as an example,
assuming we’re implementing addition for a class BigInt, but the example applies to
all the binary arithmetic operators for any class.
BigInt operator + (const BigInt & lhs, const BigInt & rhs)
// postcondition: returns lhs + rhs
{
BigInt copy(lhs);
copy += rhs;
return copy;
}

The code here is straightforward. A copy of the parameter lhs (left-hand-side) is made
and the sum accumulated in this copy which is then returned. Assuming that += is
implemented properly it’s possible to shorten the body of the function:
BigInt operator + (const BigInt & lhs, const BigInt & rhs)
// postcondition: returns lhs + rhs
{
return BigInt(lhs) += rhs;
}

This implementation actually uses the return value of operator += (see Section E.2.2)
and is potentially more efficient though less clear to read at first. The efficiency gains are
spelled out in some detail in [Mey96]; we’ll mention them briefly later in this section.

Symmetry Is Good: Why operator + Is Not a Member Function. In some textbooks, operator + is implemented as a member function. In the example above
operator + is a free function, not a member of any class. The problem with making
it a member function is that it must have an object that it can be applied to. For example,
consider operator + as a member function:
BigInt BigInt::operator +(const BigInt & rhs)
// postcondition: returns (*this) + rhs
{
BigInt copy(*this);
// code here to add rhs to copy, and return result
}

The copy of *this is required since evaluating a + b should not result in changing
the value of a. Note that a + b is the same as a.operator +(b) when operator
+ is a member function. The real drawback here is that the following statements are
legal when operator + is a member function:
BigInt a = Factorial(50); // a large number
BigInt b = a + 1;
// one more than a large number
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However, the following statements are not legal:
BigInt a = Factorial(50);
BigInt b = 1 + a;

// a large number
// one more than a large number

The expression a + 1 compiles and executes because (we’re assuming) that there is
a BigInt constructor that will create a BigInt from an int, (i.e., the constructor below
is implemented). We’ll have more to say on constructors that act as implicit converters
later.
BigInt::BigInt(int num);
// postcondition: *this has the value num

This constructor creates an anonymous BigInt variable for the int value 1. This anonymous variable is passed to the function operator +. However, the symmetric expression 1 + a cannot be evaluated if operator + is a member function because
the translation to 1.operator +(a) is syntactic nonsense — 1 is a literal, it cannot
have a member function applied to it nor will C++ create an anonymous variable so that
a member function can be applied.
Program Tip E.1: Overloaded operators for classes should behave like
operators for built-in types The binary arithmetic operators are commutative. When
they’re overloaded they should behave as users expect them to. So for symmetry and
commutativity, binary arithmetic operators should not be member functions.

The alternative is to make operator + a friend function, then it has access to the
private instance variables of the class for which it is overloaded. However, the approach
outlined above where operator + is implemented in terms of operator += avoids
declaring friend functions. Since friend status should be granted sparingly, and since
clients of a class cannot grant friendship after the class declaration is fixed, the approach
outlined here should be used.

Consequences. The approach here uses a local variable that is a copy of one of the
parameters. A copy is also made when the value is returned from the function. Since
the function must return by-value, the copy on return cannot be avoided. Since we don’t
want a + b to have the side effect of altering the value of a, a copy of a cannot be
avoided. Furthermore, compiler optimization should be able to avoid the copy in many
situations, particularly if the one-line implementation of the operator shown above is
used. This implementation, reproduced here
return BigInt(lhs) += rhs;

facilitates what’s called the return value optimization [Mey96]. Smart compilers can
generate efficient code so that the cost of temporaries is negligible or nothing in evaluating
statements like the following:
x = a + b;
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If you’ve benchmarked a program, determined that the line below is executed millions
of times and is using temporaries and time:
x = a + b + c + d + e;

then you can recode the line using the corresponding arithmetic assignment operator:
x += a; x += b; x += c; x += d; x += e;

This code won’t create any temporaries. This code should be as efficient as you can
get it to be, and you have two benefits: ease of developing overloaded operators and
efficiency when you need it.

E.2.2 Arithmetic Assignment Operators
Again we’ll use operator += for a class BigInt as an exemplar of the syntax and
semantics for overloading arithmetic assignment operators.
const BigInt& BigInt::operator += (const BigInt & rhs)
// postcondition: rhs has been added to *this,
//
*this returned

Using this prototype the code below compiles:
BigInt a = Factorial(25);
BigInt b = Factorial(30);
a += b;
BigInt c = (b += b);

Note that operator += returns a value (a constant reference) that is assigned to c.
This isn’t typical, but it’s legal C++ for the built-in arithmetic operators, so it should be legal for overloaded arithmetic operators. As we saw in the implementation of operator
+, it’s possible to make good use of the return value of operator +=.
Program Tip E.2: Overloaded operators should have the same semantics as their built-in counterparts. This means that arithmetic assignment operators
should return values. The return type must be a reference to avoid a copy, and it should
be const.

Return Values from Overloaded Operators. A reference is returned since there is no
reason to make a copy. A const reference is returned so that the returned value is not an
lvalue, that is, so that it cannot be assigned to:
BigInt a = Factorial(25);
BigInt b = Factorial(30);
(a += b) = b;

// this is NOT legal C++ !!!
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The expression (a += b) is not an lvalue since the value returned is const reference.
The const modifier is the essential piece of preventing the return value from being an
lvalue.
The expression returned from an overloaded arithmetic operator should be *this,
the value of the object being operated on:
const BigInt& BigInt::operator += (const BigInt & rhs)
// postcondition: rhs has been added to *this,
//
*this returned
{
// code here
return *this;
}

Aliasing. In one of the examples above the expression b += b is used. In this case
the parameter rhs will be an alias for the object on which operator += is invoked.
This can cause problems in some situations since the value of rhs may change during
the computation of intermediate results (well rhs doesn’t change, it’s const, but it’s an
alias for *this whose instance variables may be changing as the function operator
+= executes).
When aliasing could cause a problem this needs to be checked as a special case just as
it is for overloaded assignment operators (of which the arithmetic assignment operators
are a special case).
if (this == &rhs)

// special case

In some situations it may be possible to use other overloaded operators to handle the
special cases. For example, the code below is from the implementation of the BigInt
class operator +=.
if (this == &rhs)
{
*this *= 2;
return *this;
}

// to add self, multiply by 2

This will not always be possible because operator *= will not always be overloaded
for int values.

Special Cases. Sometimes, often for efficiency (but make it right before making it fast),
arithmetic operators are overloaded more than once for a given class. For example, the
class BigInt has the following overloaded member functions and free functions.
// member functions
const BigInt & operator *= (const BigInt &);
const BigInt & operator *= (int num);
// free functions
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BigInt operator *(const BigInt & lhs, const BigInt & rhs);
BigInt operator *(const BigInt & lhs, int num);
BigInt operator *(int num, const BigInt & rhs);

Here it’s possible to evaluate b * 5 for a BigInt b variable, without converting the
5 to an anonymous variable. This may be done for efficiency or because the specialized
versions of operator += and operator + are used in implementing the nonspecialized versions. Note that for symmetry operator + is overloaded twice for adding
BigInt and int values.

E.3 Relational Operators
Implementing the boolean relational operators <, >, <=, >=, ==, and != requires a
technique similar to the method discussed in Section E.2.1 for binary arithmetic operators. This is because we want to be able to write the code below (all three comparison
expressions involving <):
BigInt x;
// code giving x a value
if (x < y)

// do something

if (x < 128) // do something
if (1024 < x) // do something

For reasons similar to those outlined in Section E.2.1, the creation of anonymous variables
for either left- or right-hand sides of a relational expression (e.g., involving < or ==)
requires that these operators not be member functions. If they’re implemented as free
functions, then they’ll need to be friend functions unless the approach outlined here is
used.
Although relational operators can be implemented as friend functions, there is an easy
method for implementing them that is similar to the method using arithmetic assignment
operators such as += to implement the corresponding relational operator, in this case +,
that avoids declaring any friend functions.
For example, consider a class Date for representing calendar dates, such as January
23, 1999. Determining if two dates are equal, or if one comes before another, can be
done simply if == and < (and the other relational operators) are overloaded for Date
objects. The approach I use is illustrated by the partial declaration of the Date class
that follows:
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class Date
{
public:
// constructors and other member functions elided
// functions for implementing relational operators
bool equal(const Date & rhs) const;
bool less(const Date & rhs) const;
private:
// stuff here
};

Here the functions equal and less determine if one Date is equal to or less than
another, respectively. These functions are implemented to facilitate overloading the
relational operators although these functions can be useful in debuggers. The code
below shows equal in use.
Date a(1,1,1998), b(12,31, 1997);
if (a.equal(b+1)) // just checking

Using functions equal and less is the method in Java for comparisons, so using this
approach in C++ has the added benefit of easing a transition to Java. But this method
is useful on its own, especially with inheritance as we’ll see later. Once the functions
are implemented, implementing the overloaded relational operators is straightforward.
Again, for the class Date we have:
Program E.1 datecomps.cpp
// relational operators for Date class
bool operator == (const Date & lhs, const Date & rhs)
// post: return true iff lhs == rhs
{
return lhs.equal(rhs);
}
bool operator != (const Date & lhs, const Date & rhs)
// post: return true iff lhs != rhs
{
return ! (lhs == rhs);
}
bool operator < (const Date & lhs, const Date & rhs)
// post: return true iff lhs < rhs
{
return lhs.less(rhs);
}
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bool operator > (const Date & lhs, const Date & rhs)
// post: return true iff lhs > rhs
{
return rhs < lhs;
}
bool operator <= (const Date & lhs, const Date & rhs)
// post: return true iff lhs <= rhs
{
return ! (lhs > rhs);
}
bool operator >= (const Date & lhs, const Date & rhs)
// post: return true iff lhs >= rhs
{
return rhs <= lhs;
}

datecomps.cpp

In these examples only == and < use the member functions equal and less
directly, the other overloaded operators are implemented in terms of == and <. However,
it’s clearly possible to use equal and less only for implementing all the overloaded
operators.
When using the STL (Standard Template Library) the header file <function> is
typically included. Templated function declarations in this file implement all relational
operators in terms of < and == so typically only these operators are overloaded for
classes that are used in environments in which STL is available. For example, part of
the SGI implementation of the header file function.h is shown below:
template <class T>
inline bool operator!=(const T& x, const T& y)
{
return !(x == y);
}
template <class T>
inline bool operator>(const T& x, const T& y)
{
return y < x;
}

If you use STL, you typically will overload only operator < and operator ==;
by including the header file <function>, you’ll include templated functions that will
implement the other relational operators in terms of < and ==. Note that these templated
functions are defined as inline functions for efficiency. Functions defined as inline may
be implemented without calling the function by literally substituting the code in the body
of the function where the call is made, with parameters instantiated appropriately. The
inline declaration is a request to the compiler, not a requirement.
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E.4 I/O Operators
We’ll look first at overloading the insertion operator, operator <<, for stream output.
Here it’s absolutely not possible to make the operator a member function of the class for
which output is being defined. The statement
cout << x;

could be interpreted by the compiler as cout.operator <<(x) , where the insertion operator is a member function of the ostream class of which cout is an instance.
The insertion operator could also be a free function with two parameters, much like
operator + is as discussed above. Since programmers don’t typically have access to
redefining the standard I/O classes, the I/O operators are typically implemented as free
functions. The header for the insertion operator for BigInt is shown below.
ostream& operator <<(ostream & out, const BigInt & big)
// postcondition: big inserted onto stream out

The return type must be a reference type because the stream on which the object is
inserted is returned for subsequent insertion operations. This is what allows insertions
to be chained together:
BigInt b = factorial(val);
string s = " factorial = ";
cout << s << b;

The last statement could be written more cumbersomely as follows since operator <<
is overloaded as a free function for both string and BigInt objects.
operator << (operator << (cout,s), b);

However, it’s essential that operator << be an operator and not a function since the
order in which arguments are evaluated in C++ is not defined. In the statement x =
min(sqrt(x),sqrt(y)), compilers are not required to evaluate sqrt(x) before
evaluating sqrt(y) (this is a C legacy, it’s too bad that the order in which arguments
are evaluated isn’t prescribed). However, the associativity of operator << is defined,
it’s left associative, which means that
cout << x << y << z;

requires that x be inserted before y, and that y be inserted before z.
Now that we know the prototype for the overloaded operator <<, how do we
implement the operator? As with overloaded arithmetic operators there are two choices:
Make operator << a friend of the class whose output is being overloaded, for
example, of BigInt in the examples above.
Create a member function that can be used in implementing operator << as a
free, nonfriend function.
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We’ll adopt the second approach, since it avoids the coupling entailed by creating
friend classes and the solution we’ll use is easily extensible to other, nonstream output,
such as on a graphics display.

E.4.1 The Function tostring()
One very simple way to provide output is to create a member function tostring()
that converts an object to a string-ized form. Assuming that tostring() returns a
string, and that operator << is overloaded for strings, we can write:
ostream& operator <<(ostream & out, const BigInt & big)
// postcondition: big inserted onto stream out
{
out << big.tostring();
return out;
}

Note that in the code above you cannot determine just by reading if tostring()
returns a standard string, an apstring, a tstring, or some other type—it must return a type
for which stream insertion is overloaded.
The implementation above works for any class for which a member function
tostring() exists (this is how Java overloads + to work as a string catenator with
any object, which is then used for output in Java).

Inheritance and tostring(). In an inheritance hierarchy, requiring all subclasses
to implement tostring by making it (pure) virtual in superclasses makes it possible
to write one overloaded operator << that works with every class in the hierarchy. In
Chapter 13 we explored a hierarchy of classes for implementing digital logic. Part of the
abstract super class Gate and an appropriately overloaded operator are shown below.
// from gates.h
class Gate
{
public:
virtual ˜Gate() {}
virtual string tostring() const = 0;
..
};
// from gates.cpp
ostream& operator << (ostream& out, const Gate& g)
{
out << g.tostring();
return out;
}

All Gate subclasses: AndGate, Inverter, OrGate, and CompositeGate are
“printable” since these concrete classes must supply an implementation of tostring
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and the overloaded operator << uses the polymorphic tostring. Clients designing new Gate subclasses get output for free as well.

The Function print(). A member function print() is like using tostring().
Typically, print takes a stream parameter.
ostream& operator <<(ostream & out, const BigInt & big)
// postcondition: big inserted onto stream out
{
big.print(out);
return out;
}

This works without using a string class, but is restricted to stream output. To write an
object on a graphics screen, conversion to string is usually simpler since most graphics
screens have functions to facilitate text display.

Overloading for Input. You can overload operator >> for input as operator <<
is overloaded for output. It’s also possible to implement an overloaded getline function that reads a line at-a-time rather than using white-space delimited input which is
expected with operator >>. By far the easiest way to do input is to convert from
a string. This is easy, but not always completely general since string input is required
to be white space delimited. For example, if you’re implementing an overloaded input
operator for the BigInt class, what value is read by the line of text that follows?
1234567891234567890is a large number

Ideally the characters is a number will remain on the stream and input of the
BigInt will stop with the zero. However, this requires reading one character at a
time rather than a string at a time. You’ll need to decide what method is best: converting
from a string or parsing input one character at a time, based on the constraints of the
problem you’re solving.

E.5 Constructors and Conversions
The techniques we describe for overloading binary arithmetic and relational operators
were motivated in part by concerns for symmetry. For example, we wanted to write
both a + 2 and 2 + a when using BigInt variables. As we noted, symmetry in this
case is made possible by a constructor that creates a BigInt from an int. Because
constructors permit this kind of implicit conversion, unexpected behavior can occur when
conversions happen that the programmer doesn’t expect. The second statement below
may be a typo, or the programmer may mean to assign to u a vector of one element.
tvector<int>
u = 1;

u(10); // vector of 10 elements
// we meant u[0] = 1
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We know there’s a vector constructor that takes an int argument since it’s used in the
first statement. This means it’s possible that the second statement does two things:
Creates an anonymous/temporary int vector with one element.
Assigns/copies this temporary to u.
However, in the tvector class the second statement doesn’t compile. To limit implicit
conversions with the vector class, the keyword explicit is used with the constructor:
explicit tvector(int size); // size and capacity = size

A constructor modified by explicit cannot act as an implicit converter; an explicit
use of the class name is required. The two statements that follow make an explicit use
of the constructor:
tvector<int> u(10); // vector of 10 elements
u = tvector<int>(1); // copy one-element vector to u

By using explicit, it’s harder for unanticipated conversions to take place in client
code—it’s unlikely a programmer would type the second line above by mistake.
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